ANANDSHALA
TOOLKIT
Anandshala is an approach
that helps make schools a
joyful learning space by enabling
students and teachers to think
and express freely. Anandshala
furthers language abilities and
changes attitudes towards schooling
by building stronger relationships
between students, teachers and parents.

"Anandshala has provided me a
support system for me to
accomplish teaching well, learning
well and build stronger
relationships with parents."
Saleha Parveen
Teacher

OUR PARTNERS

Stay.
Engage.
Learn.

THE ANANDSHALA TOOLKIT
Early Warning System

Enrichment Program

A system that uses school level data to
help teachers know students, and track
progress of students who are not attending,
engaging & learning at school.

Activities for students to develop language
skills by enabling free expression and
creative thinking using body movement,
arts and sports while actively engaging with
the community.

+ EWS manuals and formats for teachers.
+ Instructional videos
+ Posters to understand and share the
process with others

+ Enrichment manual, including activities.
+ Energiser and facilitation videos
+ Posters to understand and share the
process with others

A leadership program for Headmasters to be able to initiate
change within their schools and support teachers in taking the
Anandshala approach forward.

Headmaster Diary

School Calendar

The headmaster diary is a tool designed for
the HM to help him plan, monitor and reflect
on the activities in the school. It includes
activities for goal setting, vision building, as
well as tools to capture achievements,
learnings tasks, and other specific data
about the school.

An annual calendar to help plan, monitor and
document activities within the school.

A capacity building program for Government functionaries at the district level,
giving them a platform for professional development, lead processes for
quality education and strengthen facilitation skills.

CRC diary

Change leaders
Program

Quality Monitoring
Framework

A journal along with an
intensive training on how
cluster level functionaries
can plan, monitor and
ensure quality education
in schools.

A leadership program for
selected government
functionaries to build a vision
for quality education and
initiate change within their
communities.

A monitoring framework for district
level education functionaries that
uses data to help monitor the quality
of school level implementation.

Activities and games for parents to build awareness and engagement with
schools and undersand their role towards their child's education. It aims to open
up channels of communication between parents and schools.
+ Voice messages and posters to trigger conversations and spread awareness
+ Tracking poster to track and understand reasons for absenteeism.
+ Open house guide to help build stronger relationship between the school and the community.

Anandshala
Films

IVRS

Training and
Ongoing Support

A set of videos that highlight the need for
equality for quality education. They
capture student voices about their idea
of an ideal school, role and attitude of
teachers, and their relationship with
them.

A mobile based platform for users to
give feedback and clarify doubts on the
use of the toolkit.

An intensive training and on-going support
to Master Trainers on how to help
teachers and headmasters plan and monitor
the implementation of the Anandshala model
at the school level.

Write to us at
anandshala@questalliance.net
Visit our website
www.questalliance.net

Interactive Voice
Response System

Quest Alliance
1st Floor, Ashirwad Building,
Mohanpur Road, Samastipur
Bihar - 848101

www.youtube.com/thequestalliance
www.facebook.com/questalliance
@questalliance
Quest Alliance

Stay. Engage. Learn.

